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快中子小角弹性散射截面测量

万代蕃 代运生 露学才 '建华

〈四川大学原子核科学技术研究所，成都)

摘要

为了研究快中子小角散射，研制了一台位置灵敏探测器。这个探

测器主要有由观测液体问肾、体的两个光电倍增管组成，光电倍增管

两个信号之间的时间差用来确定光产生的位置，用位置灵敏探测器

和伴随粒子方法，从 3°-15°角范围，测量了 14.7 MeV 中子在 Ti、

Nb.Zr、 Pb 上的弹性散射微分截面，用蒙特卡洛方法对通量衰减、多

次散射和有限几何进行了修正.实验结果为核工程设计提供了急需

的数据.



MEASUREMENT OF SMALL-ANGLE ELASTIC

SCATIERING CROSS SECTIONS OF FAST NEUTRON

Wan Dairang Dai Yunsheng Liang Xuecai Cao Jia出国

(INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND TECHNOIJ∞Y

OF SICHUAN UNIVERSITY. CHENGDU>

ABSTRACT

A 阳)Sition-sensitive detector has been develo归d for studying small angle scat

tenng of fast neutron. The detector mainly consists of two photomultiplier tubes to

monitor the liquid scintillator. The time difference between two signals from two

photomultiplier tubes is used to determine the 院)Sitian of light emitted. The 14. 7

MeV neutron elastic scattering differentia! cross 臼ction of 2r. Nb. Ti and Ph were

measured by 防卫shion-sensitive detector and associated particle time-of-flight

method at the angles from 3° to 15°. The corrections (or neutron fluence attenua

tion. multiple scattering and finite geometry are performed by using Monte-Carlo

method. The experimental results provide data needed in nuclear engineering de
Sign.
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INTRODUCTION

The elastic scattering of fast neutrons into angles below 10· is the main subject

in both theory and experiment(IJ. Previous measurements of elastic scattering have

been restricted in the angular range of 20· to 160' owing to some difficult~臼 in~

metrical arrangement. The angular distribution is not complete due to lack of data

in O' to 20· and in 160'-180·. The elastic scattering c臼 be weD described by the

叩tical model. The optimum parameters of the optical model are determined from a

lot of experimental differ四tial cn:黯键cti创览. By use of th酬 parameters ， the dif

ferential cn:黯民ctions at small angles can be predicted. However, m岱t of the pa

rameters published in the 归st were adjusted without experimental data in the small

and large angle regions. They are obtained only from results of the experimental

data in the region of 20' to 160· and need to be further tested through experimental

,

measurements.

This paper introduces a position-配nsitive spectrωneter【2) for measuring small

angle scattering of fast n阳trons. The experimental equipment is a shielded-source

geometry , where the neutron detector is a 阳路ition-determining scir.tillator. The

detector consists of a liquid scintillator enca阳ulated in a glass cylinder , of which

both end-face contact with two photomultipliers optically. The glass cylinder is en

closed in a light-tight stainless steel tube. The time difference between both output

signals of the phototubes , owing to the different optical 阳ths ， may be well approx

imated by a linear function of 严刚tion of the lightproducing region. An important

feature of this method 臼 that data may be taken simultaneously in the total angle of

acceμance of the scintillator.

EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE AND MEASUREMENT MODE

1. 1 The Experimental arrangement

The expermental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The 200 keY beam of deuterons

from the Cockcroftwalt佣 accelerator was used to generate neutrons from

T(d ,n)He reaction. The associated a particles were detected with a plastic scintil

Iator (50 mm thick)and counted with a 56-AYP photomultiplier tube. The detec

tor was placed in the direction of 135' with respect to the duteron beam. Neutron

beam is collimated in about r by a conic collimator (I OO em in length of polyethy

lene) located in a shield. The correlated neutron beam is defined in the direction of
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40' with r明)f(:t to the d四teron beam. The average neutron 跑腿rgy w筒 14.7

MeV.

The scattering sampl街 were 归X3.6 em (n)、归X3.3 em (Zr)、如X2.S

em (Nb) 、 14 X 2. 5 cm (Pb) cylinder. The center of 也e sample was 210 em away

from that of the target and 152 cm away from that of the n四trOD detector.

Scattered neutrωs are detected by the position唱nsitive detector. which is

symmetrically arranged with the neutron beam dir«tion in the horizontal plane. In

order ωachieve a shielded-source ge佣削町. the detector is mounted abo四 the re

缸tion plane.

γ;;Jii:1::宇:11

一凶;二三
Fig. 1 Schematic dia,ram of the m鸭surio， apparatus

l 一- Para/fin _, 2--PoIY<1hylme coIlimat'町 I 3 -- Frontal llClft钮，

.f -T.，.e115-一·仇恨阳I 6-- Position -*tift 曲«l«.

主

1. :Z The dreult or tbe eXpermeDtal measurements

The circuit of the electronics assembly is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The 阳路ition-sensitive detector. 80 em in length and 5 em in diameter. is filled

with ST-451 liquid scintillator. Two viewing windows. at the end-faces of the

scintillator cylinder. are optically contacted with 56 AVP photomultipliers. special

attention has been 阳id to light collection factors. scintillator stability and oxygen

removal faciliti臼. The ST-451 liquid scintillator was ch佣en owing to pulse shape

discrimination properti饵. The 56-AVP photomultipliers were selected for their ex

cellent timing performance. The constant fraction triggers (CFT) provide good

time resolution in a wide dynamic range. The I咽ic signal from the trigger output of
phototube 2 is delayed and correlated to the signal from ph侃侃ube 1 thrωgh a

time啪~pulse-height converter (TAC\). The resulting time spectrum is ex阳nded

by a biased amplifier. The pullle height is. in general. a linear function of the light

ωurce p帽Itlon.
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The 院副ion measurement d(踊 not depend∞ H回国tions of light production ,
since both phototubes look at the same light emission center and the predicted院由·

tion d句lends ∞lyon the d证fer四t tra[!sit times of light incident u阳1 both photo
catho也&

In the experimental arrangement the wi叫e spectrometer configuration was an

array of faIteen contigl血IS elements, S. 3 em in length. Each COl皿ter elelI阳twas

classifaed by the cones阳tdingpuls←height range in the time s阳:trom. and cate

orized into ODe of the 64 groups of a 2-dimensional (64 X 64)5-88 analyzer. togeth

er with the associated tir世of-flight 每回rum. (see Fig. 2).
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Thep:回tion resolution of t~ system was t，臼;ted with collimated bear醋。f

14.7 MeV neutrons. 四ng • wide dynamic range. The‘四trometer could be

moved in a normal direction to the beam. The red，且tion is better than O. 8 田"

14.7 MeV (corres院时吨士5.3 em). The neutron energy threshold of 每回IOID

der w臼 7 MeV and its time resolution w画 los.

1.3 M回拥I"eIDtIlts

The differential cre:踊 section of elastic scattering 佣Ti. Zr. Nb and ph were

m臼sured at 3--15-. The scattering saD1ple w皿 placedωthe exit sz of the COIIi
mator in the scattered neutron measurements. The contribution of the time-d句len

dent background at small angle measurements w跑回markable. which an:黯 from

the scattering of the tar阴阳Ibsrrate and the collimator wall. but mainly from the

effect of air scatteri吨. The background w臼 measured with a so called filtered

beam device which w描 similar to that in references [3.4]. The rneasurm1ent of

back-ground w，臼 carried out with the 回mple (called a "filter" sample) shifted from

the 院嚣ition 乌 to SI' All the m回surementswere normalized to the lOs /5岳阳rtid回

counts.

2 THE DATA PROCESSING

The diffarential cre踊 section of elastic scattering was calculated ac，∞，rding to

the following吨uation:

H( I) M I £1 , /XL..... 1
~(的=----一一一一←一沪一一HI M ,(I)"I+L' Ne帽(的

Where N(的 is the net ∞unts of the elastic scattering neutrons at the angle I)

after the background being 阳btracted ， N I is an elements c创lnts of the incident

neutron fluence , M I and M are counts of the associatecl 岳阳rticles corresponding to

the measum田lts of HI and Hω) repectively , 'I and ,(I) are the detection efficien

des for the incident neutr，佣 and the 挺attering neutrons rl臼pectively I 1 and L are

the disranc回 (rom the center o( the sample to target and to the neutron detector re
spectively , N is the number o( nuclei in the 缸attering sample. In this measur

erment the energy of the elastic scattering neutrons was approximately the same as

tbat of the incident neutr锢. i, e. 创/，(I)=}. The contribution of electromagnetic

interactions , according to Schwinger s prediction , is deducted (rom the measured

differential cr回s sections. The total error is 6-7 yo , including statistical error 3

4 yo and the error of various correction 3%. The value o( Ti , Nb. Zr , are in agree-
6



~nt with theoretical国kulatianof reference [5-7] in the error range. and Pb are

inap回ment with of refeR配曹 [8] in the error range.

3 RESULT

The elastic scattering cross sections of four nuclides are shown in table 1.

T"'e 1 cr…dilufllr_.圃:11"11 .. tile ........ -rv 14.7 MeV.

, 3.画' S' ..r 8. S' Io.:r 12" 14'

-<').b 2.3114 2.2564 2.0$01 1.6179 1.7643 1.6434 1.3425
Ti

晶.(I).b 士。.1476 士0.146& 士 0.1312 OMJJ二;口2 士0.1051 士。.8659

,,(').b 6.6216 6. 侃" S.4S7l 5.2625 ! 5.0373 4.6257 3.5704
Nb

6lr(').b 土0. ..105 土。.3942 土 0.3547 土 0.3437 。.3173 。.296 士0·2302

"(').b 6.4167 6.0253 5.3698 ".9248 .4...597 3.7430 2.8537
b:

血，，(').b 土0. 3978 土0.3916 士。.349。 0.3102 。.281 士0.2393 士。.1840

..(').b 13.227 12. 390 11.531 11.013 10.1;'6 9.245 7.749
盹

晶.(').b 土 0.820 士。.805 土0.749 士0.690 士。.651 士0.591 士。.450

In th也 work we have obtained the data and will fill the gaps of the differential

elastic scattering cre田曾ctions of n. Nb. Zr and Pb at small angles. and supplied

nee臼sary data for the nud国r engineering.

The adoption of the new technol咽y of fast neutron 阳，ition唱nsitive spec

trometer has improved the small-angle scattering measurements and enhanced the

precision of m阻四rement.
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